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ABSTRACT

SESSA (Simulation of Electron Spectra for Surface Analysis) is a software that was frequently used by the late Charles Fadley, since it provides a convenient means to simulate peak intensities as well as entire spectral regions for photoelectron spectroscopy. X-ray photoelectron spectra can be simulated for several types of nanostructures. SESSA can also be utilized in more complex cases, e.g., if the nondipolar terms in the photoelectric ionization cross section need to be taken into account, a typical situation encountered in spectroscopy using synchrotron radiation. The software was initially released in 2005 as a National Institute of Standards and Technology Standard Reference Database. Here, we describe two new features that have recently been added to the newest version (SESSA V2.2) of the software, i.e., simulation of surface excitations and an effective approach to account for the energy dependence of the interaction characteristics of emitted photoelectrons. Furthermore, we illustrate some functionalities of SESSA by presenting several applications. These include overlayer measurements to determine the effective electron attenuation length, quantitative analysis of impurities in multilayer materials, analysis of ionic liquids, the influence of nondipolar effects for photon energies above a few keV, and analysis of nanoparticles by means of photoelectron spectroscopy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The late Charles (Chuck) Fadley published a large number of papers that described applications of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to a wide range of advanced materials. In recent years, these investigations included studies of the electronic structure of the dilute magnetic semiconductor Ga1−xMnxP with so-called hard XPS (also known as HAXPES), characterization of free-standing InAs quantum membranes by standing-wave HAXPES, unexpected termination switching and polarity compensation in LaAlO3/SrTiO3 heterostructures, and structural studies of an epitaxial Fe/MgO multilayer magnetic tunnel junction with standing-wave HAXPES. These investigations were aided by the use of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Database for the Simulation of Electron Spectra for Surface Analysis (SESSA). SESSA can be used to simulate XPS spectra of multilayer films as well as nanostructures such as islands, lines, spheres, and layered spheres on surfaces. As for earlier versions, such simulations can be performed for multilayer films. Users can specify the compositions and dimensions of each material in the sample structure as well as the measurement configuration. SESSA contains the physical data...
needed to perform quantitative interpretation of an XPS spectrum for
a specimen of given composition and morphology. XPS spectra can
be simulated for the specified sample structure and measurement
conditions, and the simulated spectra can be compared with mea-
sured spectra. Compositions and dimensions can then be adjusted to
find maximum consistency between simulated and measured spectra.

In this paper, we outline the structure and operation of the
software and briefly describe newer features of SESSA that have been
defined since its release in 2005. Owing to the very general structure
of the SESSA software, it can be used for a large range of analytical
applications involving XPS intensities and spectral shapes. The
accuracy with which SESSA can be used to quantitatively predict XPS
signal intensities has been tested in various ways by comparing results
of SESSA simulations with different models specifically developed
for a given problem. In Sec. III, we present examples of SESSA
that illustrate how it can be utilized for various tasks involved in
quantifying XPS intensities.

II. FUNCTIONALITIES OF SESSA

SESSA contains physical data needed to perform quantitative
interpretation of an XPS spectrum or an Auger-electron spectrum
(AES) for a specimen of given composition and morphology (differen-
tial inverse inelastic mean free paths (IMFPs), total inelastic mean
free paths, differential elastic-scattering cross sections, total
elastic-scattering cross sections, transport cross sections, photoioniza-
tion cross sections, photoionization asymmetry parameters,
electron-impact ionization cross sections, photoelectron line shapes,
Auger-electron line shapes, fluorescence yields, and Auger-electron
backscattering factors). Retrieval of relevant data is performed by a
small expert system that queries the comprehensive databases. A
simulation module provides an estimate of peak intensities as well as
the peak spectra. A user can select data values from two or more
databases for each parameter or even, if desired, insert their own
values. Users can also choose a particular function (Lorentzian,
Gaussian, or Doniach–Sunjić) to describe the intrinsic shape of a
photoelectron line. There is also an “Empirical” option with which a
text file can be entered into SESSA that could, for example, be an
experimental line shape or the line shape from a function that was
considered to be appropriate for a particular peak.

The design of the SESSA software allows the user to enter the
required information in a reasonably simple way. The modular
structure of the user interface closely matches that of the usual
control units on a real instrument. Any user who is familiar with
a typical XPS spectrometer can perform a retrieval/simulation opera-
tion with the SESSA software in a few minutes for a specimen with a
given composition and morphology. A command line interface
also control the software; this feature allows users to load sequences
of commands that facilitate simulations for similar conditions.

SESSA was initially designed to simulate XPS and AES spectra
from multilayer thin-film structures. Users could specify the com-
positions and dimensions of each material in the structure as well as
the measurement configuration, and the simulated spectra could be
compared with measured spectra. The simulation of electron spectra
in SESSA employs the trajectory-reversal Monte Carlo method,7
making it highly efficient: simulation of a full spectrum typically
takes a fraction of a second on a modern personal computer.

Since the release of Version 1 of SESSA in 2005,5 later versions
have incorporated additional data and capabilities. These enhance-
ments have included the ability to perform simulations with polar-
ized x rays and to make these simulations with nondipole
photoionization cross sections. The former improvement is neces-
sary for simulations relevant to XPS at synchrotron light sources
while the latter is required for simulations with x-ray energies
larger than about 2 keV.

Version 2.0 of SESSA10 was released in 2014 with additional
capabilities for specifying specimen nanomorphologies (such as
islands, lines, spheres, and layered spheres on surfaces). This
version allows users to create new sample morphologies with the
PENGEOM geometry package.11 For this and subsequent releases,
additional databases have been added for inelastic mean free paths
and for electron-impact ionization cross sections. Version 2.2 was
released in March 2021.12 It contains a new database for inelastic
mean free paths and the two new functionalities described below.

A. Modeling surface excitations

A simple model for surface excitations induced by Auger or
photoelectrons escaping from semi-infinite solids with planar sur-
faces and energy losses suffered as a consequence has been imple-
mented in SESSA.13,14 Surface excitations are additional modes of the
inelastic-scattering process in the bulk of a material and are a con-
sequence of the boundary conditions of Maxwell’s equations near
an interface between media with different dielectric constants, in
the present case the sample and the vacuum. The starting point of
this model is the so-called partial intensity approach based on the
contribution of the spectrum of electrons that have participated
a certain number of times in specific scattering processes.15 The
depth range where surface excitations take place is very shallow
inside the solid, although surface excitations also take place in
vacuum when the probing electron still interacts with the solid-state
electrons. When the path length of escaping electrons inside the
surface-scattering zone is sufficiently small compared to the charac-
teristic mean free path for deflections, the passage through the
surface-scattering zone is approximately rectilinear, and the partial
intensities for bulk and surface scattering are uncorrelated,13,14,16

\[
C_{n_b,n_s} = C_{n_b} \times C_{n_s},
\]

(1)

where \(n_b\) and \(n_s\) are the collision numbers for bulk and surface
scattering, respectively. Rectilinear passage also implies that the
probability for plural surface scattering is governed by the Poisson
stochastic process,

\[
C_n(E, \theta) = \frac{\langle n_b(E, \theta) \rangle^{n_b}}{n_b!} e^{-\langle n_b(E, \theta) \rangle},
\]

(2)

where \(\langle n_b(E, \theta) \rangle\) is the average number of surface excitations
during a single surface crossing with energy \(E\) and angle \(\theta\) (with
respect to the surface normal). Different physical models have been
proposed in the literature for the average number of surface excitations,
qualitatively expressing the fact that \(\langle n_b(E, \theta) \rangle\) should
roughly be proportional to the time the electron spends in the
surface-scattering zone. The result by Oswald,14 based on the work
of Stern and Ferrell\textsuperscript{19} is given as

$$\langle n_s(E, \theta) \rangle = \frac{1}{a_{DB} \sqrt{E \cos \theta + 1}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

An alternative mathematical form for \( \langle n_s(E, \theta) \rangle \) is\textsuperscript{20,21}

$$\langle n_s(E, \theta) \rangle = \frac{1}{a_{DB} \sqrt{E \cos \theta}}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

Note that the material parameter \( a_{DB} \) in Eq. (4) is generally defined differently in the literature. Here the reciprocal value is used to ensure consistency with Eq. (3). Following the convention in the literature,\textsuperscript{14} the quantity \( a_{DB} \) will be referred to as the "surface excitation parameter" (SEP) in the following. Databases for the SEP have been implemented in SESSA from which the average number of surface excitations is calculated as indicated in Table I.

Concerning the reliability of the databases available within SESSA for a specific material, the use of the empirical databases is recommended (SEP01 or SEP02). If a datum is available for the material in question this has been proven to describe corresponding electron energy loss spectra quantitatively. Alternatively, it is recommended to use the empirical formula (SEP03), which can be used as a guide for calculating values of the SEP. The above choices are generally expected to be more realistic than the estimates for nearly free-electron materials (SEP04 and SEP05).

In analogy to the case of bulk excitations (see, e.g., Ref. 22), the distribution of energy losses \( T \) in a single surface excitation, \( w_s(T) \), the so-called differential surface excitation parameter is introduced. To account for the passage through the surface scattering zone, the spectrum \( Y(E, \theta) \) in the partial intensity approach is given by

$$Y(E, \theta) = \sum_{n_s=1}^{N_{\text{max}}} C_{n_s}(E, \theta) \int_0^{E_{\text{bulk}}(E + T, \theta)} L_{n_s}(T) dT,$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( Y_{\text{bulk}}(E, \theta) \) is the bulk spectrum and the partial loss distributions for surface excitations \( L_{n_s}(T) \) are calculated from a self-convolution of \( w_s(T) \), and \( N_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum number of surface excitations which is considered (usually \( N_{\text{max}} = 2 \) to 5 represents a good choice).

An example of the application of the above algorithm to account for surface excitations of electrons escaping from flat planar surfaces is shown in Fig. 1. The result shows the simulated Al-K\(_\alpha\) XPS spectrum of the Al 2p peak for different emission angles using the database SEP03. It is seen that in addition to the bulk plasmon replicas of the main photoelectron peak (arrows labeled "Bulk"), surface plasmon replicas also appear, although only the first two are appreciable in size (those at energies of \( \approx 1403 \) and \( 1392 \) eV, the first two arrows labeled "Surface" left of the main peak) since higher-order surface partial intensities decrease rapidly by virtue of the Poisson stochastic process when \( \langle n_s(E, \theta) \rangle \) \( \ll 1 \) [see Eq. (2)]. The bulk plasmons themselves are also replicated by the surface plasmons as indicated by the green arrows, reflecting the fact that the partial intensities \( C_{n_s=1} \) always assume appreciable values, while for \( n_s \geq 2 \) surface excitations are practically negligible.

The data points show an experimental Al 2p spectrum recorded at normal emission. The simulated spectrum was normalized to the experimental spectrum so that the areas of the main Al 2p peak were the same. Both the shape and the intensity of the sequence of surface plasmons as well as the mixed surface and bulk plasmon excitations (green arrows) are reasonably reproduced by the simulation.

### B. Spectrum modeling beyond the quasielastic approximation

The main interest in simulating XPS data is usually concerned either with peak intensities for the purpose of quantitation of experimental spectra or the inelastic background in the vicinity of a peak. This is the reason why in the literature, the quasielastic approximation (QEA) is commonly invoked, where it is assumed that the interaction characteristics (for energies not too far away

![Diagram of electron energy loss spectra](image_url)
from the photopeak) do not depend on the energy. In the present context, the term "interaction parameters" mainly refers to the IMFP and the elastic-scattering cross section. This approximation yields the exact result for the zero-loss peak, often referred to as the elastic peak or simply the photoelectron "peak." If a significant energy loss range is of interest, as, for example, for inelastic-background analysis to obtain information about the sample morphology, the quasielastic approximation may become invalid and it would be desirable to account for the energy dependence of the interaction characteristics in the simulation in some way. In principle, this can be achieved by employing the so-called direct simulation approach in a Monte Carlo simulation. However, this procedure comes at the cost of increased complexity and a severe decrease in computational efficiency, and, moreover, it is strictly impossible to combine a direct simulation approach with the trajectory-reversal algorithm since the latter is based on Case’s reciprocity theorem for one speed transport.

A simple and effective workaround has been proposed in Ref. 25. There, it is observed that the partial intensity approach is conceptually similar to the multispeed approximation employed in the numerical solution of the transport equation in neutron physics, in which the particle flux is divided into groups within a certain speed interval. In a statistical sense, the nth order partial intensities correspond to the group of particles within a certain speed range. Since their intensity is governed by the Poisson distribution after n collisions [see Eq. (8)] and, therefore, by the inelastic mean free path after n inelastic collisions, a simple, yet effective, way to account for the energy dependence of the interaction characteristics is to multiply the peak spectrum \( Y_{\text{QEA}}(E) \) by the energy dependence of the inelastic mean free path,

\[
Y_{\text{QEA}^+}(E) = Y_{\text{QEA}}(E) \times \frac{\lambda(E)}{\lambda(E_0)},
\]

where \( \lambda(E) \) is the IMFP for energy \( E \) and \( \lambda(E_0) \) is the IMFP for energy \( E_0 \) of the photoelectron peak. We refer to this procedure as the QEA + approximation.

One of the underlying implications of this type of approximation is that the energy dependence of the elastic interaction is negligible. For sufficiently smooth initial angular distributions at the source, where the photoionization takes place, the so-called generalized radiative field similarity principle states that the details of the elastic cross section do not essentially affect the path length distribution and hence the partial intensities will mainly change due to the energy dependence of the inelastic mean free path, which is approximately accounted for by Eq. (6). Indeed the distribution of path lengths for Auger- or photoelectrons is not significantly affected by the energy dependence of the elastic-scattering cross section. This makes the QEA + approximation an effective approach in true slowing down problems even for a sharply peaked initial angular distribution, such as for reflection of a focused beam of electrons from a surface.

A comparison between the QEA (curve labeled QEA) and QEA + (curve labeled QEA +) approximation is shown in Fig. 2. Panel (a) represents the case of a homogeneous Al sample, while in panel (b) the resulting simulated spectra for a core-shell nanoparticle with a 12 nm gold core and a 1 nm silver shell are shown. The employed nanoparticle is schematically illustrated in panel (b). The curve labeled "QEA" in panel (b) represents the quasielastic approximation (QEA) while the curve labeled QEA + is the QEA + approximation [Eq. (6)] and the curve labeled "SDN" is the true slowing down (SDN) Monte Carlo calculation, which is the most realistic. It is seen that the quasielastic approximation is satisfactory for energy losses \( \Delta E \) less than about 10% of the initial energy and the effect of the change in the interaction characteristics becomes noticeable only if a broader energy range is considered.

III. APPLICATIONS

A. Attenuation length measurements over a wide energy range using the overlayer method

Our first example of an application of SESSA concerns measurements of effective attenuation lengths (EALs) for the measurement of overlayer-film thickness, \( L_{\text{TH}} \), by XPS. In the early days of XPS, many measurements were made of these EALs to obtain measures of the surface sensitivity of XPS. At this time (prior to 1980), the effects of elastic scattering of photoelectrons had not
been recognized, and it was commonplace then to refer to the measured quantities as attenuation lengths, IMFPs, and escape depths. Each of these terms now has a separate meaning and definition.33

EAL measurements were typically made by depositing an overlayer film on a substrate material and measuring changes in the intensities of photoelectron signals from the film and substrate materials as a function of film thickness. A number of simplifying assumptions were made in conducting these experiments and in interpreting the results.33 One major assumption was that the overlayer film was homogeneous and of uniform thickness. Although no direct assessments could then be made of film uniformity, it was assumed that exponential increases or decreases of signal intensities with increasing film thickness were reliable indications of film uniformity. Similarly, deviations from exponential dependences were indications that the film was not uniform, and the results were typically discarded.

We will now summarize an analysis of EAL measurements for gold by Rubio-Zuazo and Castro (RZC)34 that were made by depositing thin films of gold on a polycrystalline copper substrate.35 They measured the intensities of various Cu and Au photoelectron lines as a function of Au film thickness in XPS experiments at a synchrotron light source. RZC found exponential decreases of the Cu photoelectron intensities and exponential increases of the Au photoelectron intensities with increasing Au film thickness. The symbols in Fig. 3 show nine EALs for Au and their estimated uncertainties for photoelectron energies between 1029 and 9694 eV. The RZC experiments are noteworthy in that EALs were determined over a wide energy range and that x-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements on their sample could be performed during deposition of the Au films and without moving the Cu substrate from the XPS analysis position. Analysis of the XRR data yielded the film thickness with an accuracy better than 1% of the film thickness and the RMS roughness with an accuracy better than 10% of the roughness value.34

The dashed line in Fig. 3 shows IMFPs for Au from the calculations of Tanuma et al.36 and the solid line shows the predicted EALs from Jablonski’s predictive EAL formula for linearly polarized x rays,37

\[ L_{TH} = \lambda_i(1 - 0.836\omega), \tag{7} \]

where \( \lambda_i \) is the IMFP for Au and \( \omega \) is the single-scattering albedo for Au. The latter parameter is a useful measure of the strength of elastic-scattering effects on photoelectron trajectories.22,27,33 The five EALs in Fig. 3 for energies between 8752 and 9694 eV are less than the corresponding IMFPs, as expected, and are also close to values expected from Eq. (7). However, the four EALs at lower energies are larger than the predicted values, and two of the EAL values, for energies of 1029 and 2921 eV, are larger than the calculated IMFPs. While it is possible that the calculated IMFPs for Au could be incorrect, these values are consistent with other IMFP calculations and measurements.

Powell and Jablonski (PJ)35 have recently reinterpreted the RZC experiments.34 RZC derived their EALs with the assumption that their Au films were of uniform thickness (i.e., Frank–van der Merwe or layer-by-layer film growth). PJ considered two other forms of film growth: island formation (Volmer–Weber film growth) and island growth on a continuous monatomic Au wetting layer (Stranski–Krarstanov film growth). Simulations were made with Version 2.1.1 of the NIST SESSA database and the islands morphology to find relative Au island areas for each Au film thickness that matched the exponential intensity changes reported by RZC.

In SESSA, islands are represented as two-dimensional periodic arrays with periodicities \( X \) and \( Y \). For simplicity, PJ chose \( X = Y = 1000 \text{ nm} \) although their results were not sensitive to this choice. For each Au island height (corresponding to the Au film thickness in the RZC experiments), PJ found the dimensions \( (X,Y) \) of an assumed square Au island that yielded a Cu 1s, Cu 2s, or Au 3s photoelectron intensity that matched the corresponding exponential decrease (for the Cu signals) or exponential increase (for the Au signal) found in the RZC experiments within 1%. They could then determine the relative Au island areas \( (XY/XY) \) for each Au film thickness.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of relative Au island areas as a function of Au film thickness for Volmer–Weber film growth (no wetting layer) and Stranski–Krarstanov film growth (Au wetting layer). These comparisons were made, for example, for photoelectron energies of (a) 1029 and (b) 6583 eV. We show uncertainties in some points based on the results of SESSA simulations in which relative Au island areas were determined for \( \pm 5\% \) variations in the calculated IMFPs of Tanuma et al. We see consistent results for growth in the relative Au island areas for the two photoelectron
energies from the simulations with an Au wetting layer. No such consistency is found for the simulations without a wetting layer. An important conclusion of this work is that the exponential growth of overlayer intensity or decay of substrate intensity with increasing overlayer-film thickness does not necessarily mean that the film is uniform.

We note that the analysis of the RZC experiments with SESSA (Ref. 35) was based on the assumptions that the Au islands were square and had rectangular edges. While these assumptions are clearly unrealistic, there appears to be an adequate qualitative agreement between the gold island growth curves in Fig. 4 for photoelectron energies of 1029 and 6583 eV and the assumed Stranski–Krastanov film growth with a monatomic Au wetting layer. We also point out that the RZC measurements of EALs at the higher energies in Fig. 3 (where the EALs are over 6 nm) are less sensitive to overlayer-film nonuniformities than the EAL measurements at lower energies, where the reported EAL at 1.029 keV was 1.8 ± 0.2 nm. At the higher energies, thicker overlayer films would be utilized in the experiments, and full or partial coalescence of any islands would be more likely.

We also point out that RZC fitted their measured EALs to the empirical relation $L_{TH} = kE^p$, where the EALs are expressed in nm and the photoelectron energy, $E$, is in eV. They found $k = 0.023 ± 0.002$ and $p = 0.62 ± 0.01$ where the uncertainties indicate the standard deviations for each parameter from their fits. In contrast, Powell38,39 found that the value of $p$ for Au EALs calculated from Eq. (7) for electron energies between 992.3 and 19.33 keV was $0.871 ± 0.003$. We believe that the smaller value of the parameter $p$ for Au from the RZC experiments ($0.62 ± 0.01$) than the calculated value ($0.871 ± 0.003$) is another indication of the effects of islanding in the early stages of film growth in the RZC work and in many EAL measurements for other materials.40

In this example, SESSA simulations with the islands morphology provided important new information from the careful RZC experiments. It was shown that exponential changes in photoelectron intensities during the growth of an overlayer film on a planar substrate did not necessarily mean that the film was uniform. The simulations showed that the observed intensity changes could be interpreted in terms of Stranski–Krastanov film growth, a much more common form of film growth than layer-by-layer growth.41,42

Jablonski and Powell have recently published a comprehensive review of EALs for different quantitative applications of XPS.43 They point out that EALs can be defined for different XPS applications (e.g., measurement of film thicknesses on a planar substrate, quantitative analyses, marker depths, and shell thicknesses of nanoparticles) and that EALs for one application and instrument configuration can be numerically different from those for another. In addition, EALs for the measurement of film thicknesses for XPS with linearly polarized x rays can be different from those with unpolarized x rays.

B. Quantitative analysis of surface impurities on multilayered materials

Quantitative analyses by XPS are often based on the implicit assumption that the sample of interest is homogeneous over the sampling volume of the XPS measurement. The observed intensities of photoelectron peaks are then analyzed with relative sensitivity factors to obtain a sample composition. However, many samples of interest are inhomogeneous, either laterally or with depth (or both). Tougaard has developed algorithms and software that have been effective in identifying such inhomogeneities and in obtaining quantitative information about inhomogeneous samples from XPS measurements.44

SESSA is also useful for identifying sample inhomogeneities and in obtaining quantitative information about an inhomogeneous sample. We now describe an application in which SESSA was used to determine absolute amounts of low-level surface impurities on multilayered materials of the type used for extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
In this application, it was possible to estimate the total uncertainty of such measurements by considering the systematic limitations of SESSA and the statistical uncertainties of the measurements. The same procedure can be employed for other multilayered materials.

Faradzhev et al. compared measured and simulated XPS spectra of a witness sample of a type used for EUV resist-outgassing tests. High fluxes of energetic EUV photons (with a wavelength of 13.5 nm) combined with the outgassing from resists can damage EUV optics. Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the witness samples used for the investigations with SESSA. About 50 Si (4.3 nm)/Mo (3 nm) bilayers were deposited on an Si substrate. The top bilayer was coated with a polycrystalline Ru capping layer of about 3 nm thickness. This film has a native oxide (RuO$_x$/C$_{25}$) layer with a thickness of about 0.5 nm. One or more trace elements (such as F, Cl, Br, N, S, or P) could be detected on particular samples and covered with a thin hydrocarbon layer resulting from air exposure. The latter layer was simulated as carbon that could contain the trace elements. In the XPS measurements for the particular sample of interest here, a weak Cl impurity peak was detected and stronger O and Si peaks that were believed due to oxidized silicon dust particles produced when the samples were cut from a larger wafer. It was, therefore, decided to include an outermost 0.25 nm layer of SiO$_2$ in the SESSA simulations.

Details of the simulations are given in the original report. We note here that photoelectron peak shapes were assumed to be Lorentzian in the simulations. The widths of the major peaks in the simulated spectra were adjusted to correspond to those in the measured spectra. The simulations were performed with a single differential inelastic mean free path (appropriate for Ru) that does not provide a good match with the energy-loss features on the low-kinetic-energy side of each photoelectron peak in Fig. 6.

The solid (blue) circles in Fig. 6 show the wide-scan spectrum for the witness sample that was measured with a commercial XPS instrument and Al Kα x rays. The solid (red) triangles show a simulated spectrum for the same XPS measurement conditions and a sample consisting of a 0.25 nm layer of SiO$_2$ on 0.25 nm CCl$_{0.01}$, 0.25 nm C, 0.25 nm RuO$_2$, 3 nm Ru, 4.3 nm Si, and 3 nm Mo on an Si substrate. It was not necessary to include additional Si/Mo bilayers in the simulations because of the limited information depth of the XPS measurements. The simulated spectrum was multiplied by the transmission function of the XPS instrument and normalized to the measured spectrum at a binding energy of 400 eV.

The measured and simulated spectra in Fig. 6 are qualitatively similar but there are differences in the heights and shapes of the Ru peaks. The weak Cl 2p peak occurs on a background due to the other elements in the sample. However, the intensity of the simulated Cl 2p peak did not vary significantly with changes in the C, RuO$_2$, and Ru film thicknesses. We note that we only need rough matches of the peak intensities and inelastic backgrounds in Fig. 6 to quantify the amount of Cl in the sample. Furthermore, we point out that the absence of structure on the low-kinetic-energy side of the Cl peak in a separate narrow scan of this peak (not shown) indicates that the Cl is a surface or near-surface impurity. We also
note that SESSA does not simulate valence-band spectra and the inelastic backgrounds associated with valence-band photoemission. While the agreement between measured and simulated spectra in Fig. 6 could possibly be improved, the main goal of the work was in the relative magnitudes of the Cl 2p peaks above their local backgrounds in the measured and simulated spectra.

Comparison of the background-subtracted Cl 2p peak areas in the simulated and measured narrow-scan spectra indicated that the composition of the outermost 0.25 nm carbonaceous layer was CCl0.027. This composition corresponds to a Cl coverage of 0.020 monolayers assuming a van der Waals radius for Cl of 0.175 nm. The relative statistical uncertainty of this result was estimated to be 13%. The systematic uncertainty of the Cl 2p photoionization cross section was estimated to be about 9% and the uncertainty associated with the neglect of surface and shakeup excitations was estimated to be about 13%. The combined one-standard-deviation systematic uncertainty is then 16% and the total uncertainty in the amount of surface Cl is 21%.

C. Analysis of ionic liquids for determination of the analyzer transmission function

An example of a comparison of SESSA with other available models concerns the analysis of ionic liquids (ILs), which are very suitable materials for performing a relatively easy calibration of the transmission function of the analyzer of an XPS instrument. Ionic liquids are easy to prepare by casting a drop on a sample holder, they have a very low vapor pressure, so these materials are fully UHV-compatible, they are conductive, unaltered after x-ray exposure, and exhibit well separated photoemission peaks covering the main energy range of interest for XPS. ILs can be easily prepared to exhibit a flat surface almost free of adventitious carbon contamination (and time-consuming sputtering and annealing cycles as needed for metallic reference materials can be omitted) and ILs are sufficiently homogeneous both in-depth as well as laterally. Finally, nonfunctionalized ILs are inert to surface oxidation.

The potential of ionic liquids for the use as reference material for the calibration of the spectrometer transmission function of XPS instruments has been recently studied by Holzweber et al. These authors studied the class of 1,3-dialkylimidazolium ionic liquids with bis(tri-fluoromethylsulfonyl)imide as counterion, [CnC1im][NTf2] (see Fig. 7), for different values of n. These multi-elemental samples exhibit five intensive photoemission peaks, F1s, O1s, N1s, C1s, and S2p, in an energy window from 160 to 700 eV on the binding energy scale. This range is the most important for applications of quantitative XPS for surface chemical analysis of soft matter. Spectra of these ILs were recorded at different laboratories with different instruments and were quantified with the UNIFIT software57,48 to yield the transmission function of the respective instruments. It was found that the ILs for n = 2, 3, i.e., the ionic liquids with an ethyl or propyl-group are best suited as reference materials. The reason is that these ionic liquids are homogeneous within the information depth of XPS. Peak intensities after calibration of the transmission function were then compared with SESSA simulations. The comparison is shown in Fig. 7 for the carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur signals, normalized by the F1s-signal. An almost perfect correlation between the experimental intensities, shown on the horizontal axis and SESSA (vertical axis), results, which, while being gratifying, may be surprising at first sight since SESSA is based on a more general approach than the UNIFIT software and specifically accounts for elastic scattering, while it is neglected in the UNIFIT software.

However, it is well known that for organic materials, the effect of elastic scattering on XPS intensities is rather weak. These materials consist of atoms with low atomic number and hence the screened Coulomb potential of the ionic cores, which is mainly responsible for changes in the electron direction of motion, is rather weak. This situation implies that the momentum transfer in an elastic collision is generally small, on average leading to small deflection angles. The characteristic path length measuring the momentum transfer, the transport mean free path, is significantly smaller than unity. This quantity is related to the single scattering albedo \( \omega = \chi / (1 + \chi) \) and is an alternative characteristic parameter indicating the influence of elastic scattering. From Fig. 7 in Ref. 22, it is seen that the value of the scattering parameter for light elements is significantly smaller than unity for energies above 100 eV. Then, the influence of elastic scattering on peak intensity ratios of organic materials is expected to be negligible.

In summary, the above example makes it clear that comparing experimental peak intensities of such reference materials with SESSA simulations can provide the spectrometer transmission function.
It should be emphasized that SESSA can perform such simulations for instruments with an arbitrary geometrical configuration. As the experimental configuration can strongly influence relative peak areas, in particular, for high energies where nondipolar terms in the photoionization cross section come into play, or for polarized x rays (see also Sec. III D), the use of SESSA may be advantageous in such cases.

D. Simulation of the inelastic background for hard x rays with and without polarization

Since the databases for the physical quantities in SESSA by default cover the energy range between 50 eV and 30 keV, simulations for hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy can be conveniently performed. An example of such simulations is given in Fig. 8(a), which compares SESSA results with the experimental spectrum of a 52 nm Al overlayer covering an Si substrate which was irradiated by photons with an energy of $\hbar \nu = 7936$ eV.

A remarkable feature of the overlayer and substrate spectral shape is the occurrence of multiple plasmons, their intensity decaying with increasing binding energy (decreasing kinetic energy or increasing energy loss) for the overlayer signal [Fig. 8(a)], while the opposite is observed for the substrate signal [Fig. 8(b)]. Note that the plasmon energies in the substrate signal can be unequivocally attributed to a plasmon in Al, i.e., in the overlayer. These features can be qualitatively understood by considering the fact that, for such high energies, the photoelectron trajectories are rectilinear to a good approximation. For rectilinear motion, the distribution of path lengths for those trajectories that contribute to the signal is equal to the distribution in-depth of the emitting atoms, i.e., the path length distribution is identical to the compositional depth profile, while for weak elastic scattering, merely a similarity between these quantities is expected. This fact implies that the traveled path lengths are very different for the overlayer and substrate signals. The number of inelastic-scattering processes $n$, which in the present case essentially equals the number of excited plasmons, increases with the traveled path length $s$ as

$$W_n(s) = \left(\frac{s}{\lambda}\right)^n \exp\left(-\frac{s}{\lambda}\right) \frac{1}{n!}. \quad (8)$$

The number of $n$-fold plasmon excitation $C_n$ can then be expressed in terms of the distribution of path lengths $Q(s)$ as

$$C_n = \int_0^\infty Q(s)W_n(s) \, ds. \quad (9)$$

As usual, the quantities $C_n$ represent the contribution of the spectrum of the $n$-fold inelastically scattered electrons, the partial intensities which for the simple case of an overlayer on a substrate, of concern here, are found by (partial) integration of Eq. (9) as

$$C_n = [W_n(z_1) - W_n(z_2)] + C_{n-1}, \quad (10)$$

where for the overlayer, $z_1 = 0$ and $z_2 = d$, while for the substrate partial intensities, one has $z_1 = d$ and $z_2 = \infty$, and it is assumed for simplicity that the IMFPs in the substrate and overlayer are identical.

Figure 8(c) compares the Al 1s and Si 1s partial intensities calculated by SESSA with the simple model [Eq. (10)] discussed above. The agreement is reasonable, except for large values of $n > 10$ (large depths), where the influence of elastic-electron scattering is more important and for $n \sim 0$ (small depths), which is related to the initial source angular distribution (see also further below).
Overall, the comparison in Fig. 8 demonstrates the ability of SESSA to predict relative intensities and spectral shapes. In particular, the shape and intensity of the inelastic background accompanying the Si 1s peak [in Fig. 8(b)] reproduces the experimental data quite well, while similar simulations for Al film thicknesses 10% above and below the nominal specimen thickness yield distinctly different shapes of the inelastic background. This result not only gives confidence in the reliability of the databases in SESSA but also suggests a simple way to measure film thicknesses using the spectral shape of the inelastic background.

Finally, note again that the weak Si 1s peak of the buried layer in Fig. 8(b) is accompanied by a series of (multiple) plasmon loss peaks whose energy separation corresponds exactly to the plasmon loss in Al. These energy losses ($\approx 15$ eV) are distinctly different from the plasmon energy loss in Si ($\approx 16$ eV). This result implies that a comparatively large number of secondary electrons created as a result of an interaction with the incoming beam in the buried layer are generated later when the photoelectron loses energy during its passage through the overlayer. The plasmons excited in this way can decay and transfer their energy and momentum to a solid-state electron, which is emitted as a secondary electron if its energy is large enough to overcome the surface barrier. Since the momentum transferred to the secondary electron is small for high-energy electrons, its point of escape will be in the vicinity of the Si atom that emitted the photoelectron. This result explains the good lateral resolution of the photoelectron emission microscope for buried layers, which was the original purpose of this experiment.

At sufficiently high energies, the momentum of the photon is no longer negligible and the dipole approximation (DA) is no longer a good approximation. Within the DA, the angular distribution of emitted photoelectrons is symmetric with respect to a plane perpendicular to the photon propagation direction, which is equivalent to stating that the photon momentum can be neglected for the overall kinematics of the interaction (see Fig. 9). For photon energies greater than about 2 keV when the nondipolar (NDA) terms in the photoelectric cross section become important, the photoelectron angular distribution exhibits an asymmetry, which in essence represents momentum conservation.

A further experimental factor determining the source angular distribution is the polarization state of the beam. For unpolarized or circularly polarized light, the angular distribution assumes a donutlike shape, while for linearly polarized light, it assumes the typical dipole shape (see Fig. 9). A convenient formulation of the effects of the polarization state and nondipolar terms in the photoelectric cross section is given in Ref. 57, which is implemented in SESSA. Together with adequate values of the dipolar and nondipolar asymmetry parameters incorporated in the SESSA databases, SESSA provides a realistic description of the initial photoelectron angular distribution at the source.

![Figure 9](https://example.com/fig9.png)  
**Fig. 9.** Schematic illustration of the effect of nondipolar terms [nondipolar approximation (NDA) opposed to dipole approximation (DA)] as well as the effect of (linear) polarization of the photon beam on the angular dependence of the photoionization cross section, after (Ref. 55). The arrow labeled $h\nu$ indicates the direction of propagation of the light, and $\epsilon$ is the polarization vector. The angular shape of the cross section for circularly polarized light is identical to the unpolarized case (see text).

![Figure 10](https://example.com/fig10.png)  
**Fig. 10.** (a) Reduced partial intensities of the Au 4f$_{7/2}$ peak excited with photons with $h\nu = 4085$ eV; comparison of SESSA (solid lines) with results by Novák et al. (Ref. 55) (squares and triangles, blue) and Jablonski (circles, green) (Ref. 37), (b) Photoelectron spectra simulated with SESSA corresponding to the partial intensities shown in (a), normalized by the photopeak intensity.
It is well known that the angular distribution of photoelectrons at their source not only has implications for the photoelectron angular distribution measured in vacuum\(^3\) but also influences the shape of the inelastic background accompanying the photopeak.\(^2\) As discussed above, the inelastic background is governed by the distribution of path lengths taken by the photoelectrons on their way from the source to the surface and, in the presence of elastic scattering, this is clearly influenced by the source angular distribution.

In Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), the influence of nondipolar terms in the photoelectron ionization cross section as well as the polarization state of the incoming light on the partial intensities is illustrated for an Au sample irradiated with photons with an energy of $h\nu = 4085$ eV and compared with results by Novák et al.\(^5\) and Jablonski,\(^3\) yielding excellent agreement. The sequence of partial intensities is clearly influenced by the source angular distribution, leading to significantly different spectral shapes, as shown in Fig. 10(b).

E. Analysis of core-shell nanoparticles

Since the chemical characterization of core-shell nanoparticles (CSNPs) is rapidly gaining importance in nanotechnology, analytical techniques originally developed for catalysis\(^6\) and based on XPS measurements are being adopted for NP research. The present version of the SESSA software V2.2 (Ref. 12) is able to simulate XPS spectra for surfaces with certain nanomorphologies such as core-shell particles, multishell particles, and lines and islands on layered planar surfaces and has been successfully employed in several applications.\(^6\) In particular, SESSA has been used to quantify shell thicknesses based on XPS measurements. Other methods to quantify shell thicknesses of CSNPs have been proposed in the literature, such as the “$T_{\text{NP}}$”-formula by Shard.\(^7\) This is a simple predictive formula allowing one to calibrate shell thicknesses from measured core/shell XPS-intensity ratios, assuming the core radius to be known. The formula was empirically derived by parameterization of a large set of calculations for core shell intensity ratios in which elastic scattering was neglected. A further method for quantifying shell thicknesses is the infinitesimal column model,\(^8\) which is also based on the rectilinear motion model and requires a more involved numerical procedure. SESSA has been used to investigate the range of validity of these approaches\(^9\) and has been instrumental in the INNANOPART (Ref. 77) project aimed at developing procedures for accurate characterization of the chemistry of shell materials in CSNPs. A recent publication\(^10\) summarizes a Technical Report\(^11\) from the International Organization for Standardization with guidelines and recommendations on quantifying XPS data for analysis of nanoparticles with coatings.

Here, we present a result from a study on the limitations imposed by making the single-sphere approximation mentioned above on the interpretation of XPS intensities from nanoparticles.\(^7\) In heterogeneous catalysis, the catalyst may be assumed to be a morphological aggregate resembling a powder consisting of core-shell nanoparticles. Models to quantitatively interpret XPS signal intensities of core-shell particles have been developed.\(^6\) The single-sphere approximation is generally assumed to describe the relative XPS intensities for a random aggregate of many nanoparticles forming a powder. With this approximation, the relative photoelectron intensities are assumed to be equivalent to those of a single spherical core-shell particle.\(^6\) The single-sphere approximation implies that the angular distribution of photoelectrons for powders is essentially isotropic since a sphere looks the same irrespective of the direction from which it is observed.

To investigate the validity of the single-sphere assumption, the polar angular distribution of XPS peak intensities has been simulated for an aggregate of core-shell nanoparticles, as shown in
Fig. 11(b). This system consisted of Au/Al₂O₃ core-shell NPs (R₄f₇₋₈ Shell = 2.0 nm, R₃D-Al₂O₃ = 1.5 nm). These simulations were carried out with a developmental version of SESSA.

The points labeled “Elastic scattering” in Fig. 11(c) represent the Au₄f/₇₋₈ Al₂s intensity ratio as a function of the (off-normal) polar emission angle θ of a single core-shell NP when elastic scattering is accounted for, and the points labeled “Straight line approximation” show the corresponding result in the straight-line approximation when elastic scattering is “turned off” in the simulations. The featureless angular distributions for the intensity ratio are expected both for the straight-line approximation and the more physically realistic case when elastic scattering is accounted for since a single-sphere looks identical irrespective of the direction of observation. This result remains true for different types of opacity of the spheres for the signal electrons, i.e., moving along straight lines or along zig-zag-shaped trajectories. In the latter case, the path length elongation along the penetration depth into the NP reduces the core signal, giving rise to a somewhat larger shell-core intensity ratio. Therefore, the core-shell intensity ratio changes significantly for the considered system consisting of materials with a high atomic number for which elastic-electron scattering is known to have a significant effect on the photoelectron intensities.²²

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the functionality of SESSA has been revisited and two new features, which have recently been added to the newest version (SESSA V2.2) of the software have been introduced. The latter concern the simulation of surface excitations and an effective approach to account for the energy dependence of the interaction characteristics for photoelectrons. Some functionalities of SESSA have been discussed on the basis of various applications, including overlayer measurements to determine the effective electron attenuation length, quantitative analysis of impurities in multilayer materials, analysis of ionic liquids, the influence of nondipolar effects for photon energies above a few keV, and analysis of nanoparticles by means of photoelectron spectroscopy.
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The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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